WE SERVE ATHLETES

*If you have a body, you are an athlete
Jakob Ingebrigtsen on Beating His Brothers — and Everybody Else

For the world-champion middle distance runner, winning is a family business.

From the Newsroom

- Nike Air is the Athlete's Advantage, from the Track to the Court to the Pitch
- Nike Signs First Refugee Athlete, Continues Collaboration with Olympic Refuge Foundation
A First Look at the 2024 National and Federation Kits

Boxer Cindy Ngamba is Ready to Fight to the Finish

Creating the Unreal: How Nike Made Its Wildest Air Footwear Yet
Getting Kids Active

Nike invests in play and sport for all kids, because an active next generation means a healthier and more equitable future.
Building and Investing In Our Teams

We support the personal and professional wellbeing of NIKE, Inc. employees — from manufacturing to corporate — through a range of programs and partnerships.
Giving Back to Our Communities

We’re committed to building a future where everyone — regardless of where they are from, the color of their skin, their abilities or who they love — can thrive.